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For a pair (A, B) of complementary subsets of positive integers, an (A, B)- 
partially strict shifted plane parfition is a shifted plane partition e = (u,),,, 
(a,, a a,,,, , and a, 2 a, + ,.,) such that (i) for any m E A, m appears at most once in 
each row, and (ii) for any m E B, m appears at most once in each column. In this 
paper we give a generating function for them by using a “lattice path” method.,As 
one application of this generating function, we can obtain a generating function for 
row-strict (resp. column-strict) shifted plane partitions, which is a determininantal 
formula in terms of elementary (resp. complete) symmetric polynomials. Another 
application is to derive a weighted generating function for monotone triangles. 
(. 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we define the notion of an (A, B)-partially strict shifted 
plane partition and give a generating function for them. 
Let A and B be complementary subsets of N. An (A, B)-partially strict 
shifted plane partition of shape 1 is a shifted plane partition g = (ati) (ajj is 
a positive integer defined for i <j < 2, + i - 1 and a, 2 Max(a,,+ , , a, + ,,,)) 
satisfying the conditions: 
(i) For any m E A, m appears at most once in each row. 
(ii) For any m E B, m appears at most once in each column. 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM. Let a, > u2 > .‘. > a, and 2, > &. . . > il, be two decreasing 
sequences of positive integers. Then we have 
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where (T runs over all (A, B)-partially strict shifted plane partitions (T = (aV) 
of shape I. such that aii = ai for i = 1, 2, . . . . r, 9 = n zag and qLTh,,(z) is the 
polynomial in z, , z2, . . . . z, defined by using the generating function 
%, 
c qyA.k(z)tk= n (l+Zit). n (l-Z,t) 1, 
n=O is.4n [m] ;EBn [ml 
where [m] = { 1, 2, . . . . m>. 
If we put A=N and B=/21 (resp. A=@ and B=N) in the above 
theorem, we can obtain a generating function for row-strict (resp. column- 
strict) shifted plane partitions (see Section 3). Further, if we substitute q’ 
for zi, then. these generating functions reduce to the determinantal formulas 
involving Gaussian polynomials, which were used to obtain generating 
functions for symmetry classes of plane partitions. (For example, see [An; 
MRR; Ok].) 
As another application of the above theorem, we can derive a “weighted’ 
generating functions for monotone triangles, which was first proved by 
Tokuyama [To]. This generating function is a generalization of Stanley’s 
formula [St] and Mills-Robbins-Rumsey’s formula [MRR2] (see 
Section 5). 
The author is grateful to the referee for his comment. 
1. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let N denote the set of positive integers and Z ao the set of non-negative 
integers. We set [n] = { 1, 2, . . . . n}. 
Recall that a partition is a weakly decreasing sequence I = 
(A,, J.,, . . . . E.,, . ..) of non-negative integers li with finite sum 111 = C ;li. The 
length of a partition 13 is the number of non-zero parts Ai and denoted by 
l(n). We usually identify a partition I with its Young diagram Y(1) = 
{(i,j)EN2; 1 <i<l(l) and 1 <j < Ai}. If 1 and p are partitions such that 
Y(A) 1 Y(p), then the skew Young diagram (skew partition) n/,u is defined 
to be Y(A) - Y(p). If a partition ;1 is distinct, i.e., 2, > A2 > . . . > A,Ci,, then 
we define its shifted diagram s(n) by setting 
s(J)={(i,j)~N’;l<i<l(1)andi<j<i,+i-1). 
We usually picture the diagram Y(l) or S(1) by placing squares at the 
points in Y(1) or s(n). For example, if ;1= (4, 3, l), 
and S(A) = 
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A plane partition n of shape 2 is a map rr: Y(A) + fV such that 
n(i,j) 3 7c(i,j+ 1) if (i,j), (i,j+ 1)~ Y(I), 
7c(i,j) 3 lTc(i+ 1,j) if (i,j), (i+ l,j)E Y(A). 
A plane partition n is called row-strict (resp. column-strict) if 
n(i,j)>n(i,j+l) for any (i,j)E Y(1) such that (i, j+ 1)~ Y(J) (resp, 
n(i,j)>rr(i+l,j) for any (i,j)~ Y(I) such that (i+l,j)E Y(1)). The 
profile pr(n) of a plane partition 7c is the partition (rc(1, l), x(2, l), . . . . 
rc(QL), 1)). The k th shape shk(rc) of 7c is the partition p defined 
by ,u, = Max{j; n(i, j) ak}. Note that sh,(rr) = 2 and Y(sh,(n)) = 
((6 A E Y(A); 746 j) 2 k}. 
A shifted plane partition o of shape II is a map 0: S(A) -+ IK such that 
ati, j) 3 a(i, j + 1) if (i,j), (i,j+ l)~S(l), 
o(i, .i) 2 a(i+ 1, j) if (i, j), (i + 1, j) E S(J). 
The row-strictness and column-strictness are defined similarly to the case of 
plane partitions. If a(i, j) > a(i + 1, j + 1) for all (i, j) E S(A) such that 
(i + 1, j + 1) E S(il), then we say o is diagonal-strict. The profile pr(o) of a 
shifted plane partition c is the partition (~(1, l), ~(2, 2) . . . . 0(/(L), Z(1))). 
And the kth shape sh,(a) of o is the partition p defined by 
pFLi = Max(j; o(i, j) Z k} - i+ 1. Note that sh,(a) = ;1 and S(sh,Je)) = 
{ (4 j) E S(A); o(i, j) 3 k}. 
We usually consider a plane partition rr of a shifted plane partition D as 
an array 
alI aI2 a,3 . . . a12., 
7-C= a2, a22 
a2, . . a2.2, 
. . 
a rl a,2 . . . a r. 4 
b 11 b,, b,, ... b,,,, 
b 22 
CT= 
b,, ... b,,,,,, 
. . . 
b t-r ... b,,i,+,-1, 
where r = I( A), ay = rr( i, j), and b, = a( i, j). 
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DEFINITION. Let A and B be complementary subsets of N. An (A, B)- 
partially strict shifted plarte partition o is a shifted plane partition satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(Pl ) For any m E A, m appears at most once in each row. 
(P2) For any m E B, m appears at most once in each column. 
For example, if A (resp. B) is the set of positive even (resp. odd) integers, 
8655521 
6 4 3 3 2 
421 1 
is an (A, B)-partially strict shifted plane partition of shape (7, 5, 4, 1) and 
profile (8,6,4, 1). The above conditions (Pl ) and (P2) imply that the 
profile of a partially strict shifted plane partition is a distinct partition. 
Let z,, z2, _.. be indeterminates. For a (shifted) plane partition 71 = (a@), 
the weight zX of 71 is the monomial z-n = n,,j~a,. We define the generating 
function F(X; z) for a set of (shifted) plane partitions to be the formal 
expression 
F(‘(x; Z)’ 1 zn. 
n.sX 
2. PARTIALLY STRICT SHIFTED PLANE PARTITIONS 
In this section we give a generating function for (A, B)-partially strict 
shifted plane partitions with a prescribed shape and profile. 
Let A and B be complementary subsets of N and fix them in this section. 
Let II = (I,, AZ, . . . . 2,) and a = (a,, a2, . . . . a,) be two distinct partitions of 
the same length r. Let ya,,(& a) denote the set of all (A, B)-partially strict 
shifted plane partitions with the shape 1 and the profile a. Then the 
generating function F(Y”,B(& a); z) = C,, ,V,,BCi..a, z0 is given by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For distinct partitions 2 and a of the same length r, 
F(YA,a(,$ a); ~)=det(g~‘(z)-~~~-“(z)),.i,j~~, 
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where 4Lm’(z) = QLTi,, (z) is the polynomial in z,, . . . . z, defined by using the 
generating function 
k.yoql..i(r)i*= fl (1 +zit). n (1--z,t)-1. 
tEAn[m] /tBnCml 
To prove this theorem, we shall make use of a “lattice path” method. Let 
Z7 = ZiO. Define the set S, of steps at the point u = (i, j) E I7 by setting 
1 
{Cl, -1)) if i=OandjEA 
((13 o,‘i if i=OandjEB 
s,,= ((1, -11, (0, -1)) if i>OandjEA 
{(l,O), (0, -l,> if i>OandjEB 
@ if j=O 
A lattice path is a sequence p = (v,, v,, . . . . v,) of points vk = (ikr j,) E Il 
suh that vk+ , - vk E S,, for k = 0, 1, . . . . I - 1. Then we say that the lattice 
path p goes from u0 to vI. We picture the path p by drawing the edges 
between vk and vk+ 1. The weight w(p) of p is the monomial w(p) = n z,~, 
where the product is taken over all k such that i, - ik + 1 = - 1. 
An r-path is an r-tuple P = (pl, . . . . p,) of lattice paths. The weight w(P) 
of the r-path P is defined to be the product of w(pi)‘s (1~ i < r). 
For two distinct partitions 2 and a of the same length r, let $P”(& a) be 
the set of all r-tuples P= (p1,p2, . . . . p,) of lattice paths such that each pi 
goes from (0, ai) to (%;, 0) and that no pair of pahts of P have a common 
vertex. Let L(& a) denote the sum of the weights w(P) of all r-paths 
P E UO( A; a). 
LEMMA 1. There is a weight-preserving one-to-one correspondence 
between YA, B( 2; a) and L?‘( %; a). In particular, 
F(Y&%; a); 2) = L(%; a). 
Proof: For a shifted plane partition 0 = (au) E 9”.J& a), we associate 
the r-path A(o) = (p,, . . . . p,), where pi consists of the edges from (j- i, a,) 
to (j-i+l,aJ-1) or (j-i+l,a,) (according as U,EA or B) 
(j = i, . . . . 2, + i - 1) and the necessary vertical edges to complete the path. 
For example, if A = (2, 4, 6, . . . } and B = { 1, 3, 5, . . . 1, we associate to the 
shifted plane partition 
5 4 3 3 2 
CT= 4 2 1 
2 
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the 3-path P(a) shown in following figure: 
then the defining conditions for the ith row of CT ensures that pi is a 
lattice path. Moreover, since uii= Min{ yi’; x:’ =j- i} and ai+ i., - 1 
(resp. ai+,,i)=Max{y~+“;x~fl’=j-i} for u,+,,,EA (resp. B) (where 
pi = (ub”, uy, . . . ) and uk = (xy’, y!‘)), the defining conditions aii > ai+ i,i - 1 
(resp. ai+ l,i) for columns of (r ensures that the r-path A(o) is non-inter- 
secting. It is easy to see that cr++ A(o) is a weight-preserving bijection 
between YA,B(;i; a) and =!Z’(A; a). 
On the other hand, we can prove the following lemma by the method 
similar to [GJ, pp. 322-324.1. 
LEMMA 2. L(~;u)=det(L(I1,;~~)),.,.~~,. 
Proof: For w  E S, (the symmetric group), let Y,,, = T(A, ; a,,,,,) x . . . x 
y(&; uwcrJ and 9 = Uh..S, YW. For P&f,,, we put p(P)= w. Since 
9”(;1; a) c LZ~(A; a) (e is the identity element of S,), we have 
MUA; uj)) = 1 wWf’))w(f’) 
PE9 
where sgn(w) is 1 for even permutation and - 1 for odd permutation. So 
it is enough to give an involution * on 9 such that 
(i) * fixes each element of To, 
(ii) * is weight-preserving, and 
(iii) for P E Y - To, sgn(p(P)) = -.sgn(p(P*)). 
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For given intersecting r-path P = (pl, . . . . p,) E 9 - Lo, let 
a = Min{ i; pi intersects with some pi (j # i)}, 
(x, y) be the intersecting point on p, such that, for another intersecting 
point (x’, y’) on p,, either x < x’, or x = x’ and y 2 y’, and 
b = Min{ j; p, intersects with p, at (x, y)}. 
Then we define P* = (p; , . . . . p,*), where p: =pi (i # u, b) and pt (resp. pf) 
is the path which follows pa (resp. pb) to (x, y) and then follows pb 
(resp. p,). It is clear that this * is a required involution. 
LEMMA 3. C;“=, L(k;l)=~~*‘(z). 
Proof: By the definition (1) of qim)(z), we see that 
qp’(z) = c qz”zz . zz, 
where~runsoverallcl=(cl,,...,cc,)~Z’!+!,suchthat~,+ . ..+~.,,=kand 
cli is 0 or 1 for ieA. Each term z”;‘...z> in the above sum corresponds to 
the lattice path with goes from (0, I) to (k, 0) (1= Max{j; 0~~ # 0}) and 
which consists of the edges from (k - c(, - . . - ai, i) to (k - c1i - . . - 
ai-l7 i) (igA), from (~--IX- . . . -cri,i) to (k-cz- . . . -crip,,i-1) 
(i E B) and the necessary vertical edges. This correspondence gives a proof 
of Lemma 3. 
Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. ROW-STRICT SHIFTED PLANE PARTITIONS 
AND COLUMN-STRICT SHIFTED PLANE PARTITIONS 
For two distinct partitions A and a of the same length r, we denote by 
a(A; a) (resp. %‘(A; a)) the set of row-strict (resp. column-strict) shifted 
plane partitions with the shape 1 and the profile a. Since W(L; a) = 
YN,,(l; a) and %‘(A; a) = Y’,N(A; a), we have 
THEOREM 2. (a) F(~(~;u);x)=det(e~~‘(x)-e~~~“(x)),.i.j~r, 
(b) F(~(I;~);x)=det(h~.~‘(.\-)-h~,‘/-”(x)),.~.~~~, 
where Cam’ (resp. hkm)(x)) is the kth elementary (resp. complete) 
symmetric polynomial in xi, . . . . x,,. 
Proo$ Put A=N, B=(ZI or A=@, B=N in Theorem 1. 
Remark. This theorem may be considered as a shifted analogue of the 
duality of Schur functions: 
F(P(A; <m); x) = det(e!“!. * 4 .(x)) I+/ 
F(P(,i; <m); x) = det(h!“!. c 4 .(x)) r+, ) 
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where yr:(n; <<m) (resp. PC(n; Gm)) is the set of row-strict (resp. column- 
strict) plane partitions of shape ;1 such that no entries are greater than m. 
COROLLARY. (a) ~,,xc;:,lq’“‘=det(q”‘+(f)[~~_:]),.i.j~r 
(b) Cot~(~QY) q’a’=det(4uffi.f~‘Ca1~~~21)~~i,j~r 
where 101 = xi. j a0 for c = (a,) and [ “,I is the Gaussian polynomial defined 
b 
(otherwise). 
Proof: Since ejl”‘(q, q2, . . . . qm) = qktk+ ‘)/‘[r] and him)(q, q2, . . . . qm) = 
qkCrnfkk-’ ] (see [Mac, p. 18. Ex. 3]), this corollary is obtained from 
Theorem2 by using [“,]-[“;‘]=qA-B[$~i]. 
This corollary was used to obtain the generating functions for certain 
symmetry classes of plane partitions (for example, see [An; MRRl; Ok]). 
4. DIAGONAL-STRICT SHIFTED PLANE PARTITIONS 
In this section we give a weighted generating function for diagonal-strict 
shifted plane partitions and study its relation to the Hall-Littlewood 
polynomial Q j.(z; - 1). 
Let 9(& a) denote the set of diagonal-strict shifted plane partitions with 
the shape II and the profile a (for two distinct partitions 2 and a of the 
same length r). Note that, if d E 9(i; a), each connected component of the 
diagram S(sh,(o)) - S(sh,+ 1(g)) is a rim hook, i.e., a connected skew 
Young diagram which contains no 2 x 2 blocks of squares. Let py’, . . . . pit’ 
be the connected components of S(sh,(a)) - S(sh,+ i(a)). Then we set 
h(g) = c h, and f(a) = c dPjk’h 
k k. J 
where r(p) is the number of rows occupied by the rim hook p. 
Now we put 
@A; a) = U %,,(A; b), 
where b ranges over all distinct partitions b = (b,, . . . . 6,) of length r such 
that bj = 2ai or 2a, - 1, and E (resp. 0) is the set of positive even (resp. odd) 
integers. For c E C&A; a), we denote by P(a) the shifted plane partition 
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obtained by replacing 2i - 1 and 2i by i for i = 1, 2, . . . . Then the condition 
(Pl) and (P2) in the definition of (E, O)-partially strict shifted plane 
partition implies that P(O) E 9(1; a). 
PROPOSITION 1. If f7~ 9(A; a), 
1 
rszvi;u) 
p(T) = 1 +f h’a) t.fw) 
( > 
P(r)=0 
where e(t) denotes the number of even entries in z. In particular, the number 
qf z E a(,%; a) such that P(T) = (T is equal to 2h’a’. 
Proof: For o E C@(A; a), we can construct all shifted plane partitions 
z E g(A; a) such that P(T) = o as follows. Let py’, . . . . pit’ connected com- 
ponents of the diagram S(sh,(a))- S(sh,+,(a)). For one rim hook 4jk), 
z Ip;kl is completely determined except for the entry at the bottom left and 
is either 
2k 2k - 1 ... 2k 2k-1 . . . 
2k 2k-1 
2k 
2k- 1 
Hence we have 
2k 2k 
2k-1 or 2k 2k-1 ... 2k-1 
2k 
2k 
Ct 
T 
C(Z) = rJ (tdp) + &k”- I) = (1 + f)“‘“’ t/(u), 
THEOREM 3. 
c.,$:., (1-f)“‘“’ (-t) “~“).~~=det(q~‘(x; t)-q;.T-“(x; t)),Gi,,iGr, (2) 
where qi”“(x; t) is the polvnomial in x1, . . . . x, and t is defined by using the 
generating function 
(3) 
Proof If we denote the left-hand side of (2) by G(I; a), Proposition 1 
says that 
G(A; a) = F(B(A; a); z)[zzip, + xi, zzi + - tx,], 
582a:53,1-11 
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where, for a polynomial f(z) in z,, zz, . . . . the notation f(z)[zj+ xi] 
indicate that we substitute xj for zi in f(z). From the definition of g(,I; a) 
and Theorem 1 we see that ’ 
F(g(A; a); z) = c det(q~~~~~)(z) - q’&;TATP l’(z)) 
,:E/O,-I) 
= det(q$‘&, (z) - 4’Ez&~‘(,‘)), 
where r = /(I,) = I(a). By comparing the definition (1) of GL!A., and (3) of 
qkm’, we have ~!$$(z)[z~~~ 1 + xi, zzi + - tx,] = qi*)(.x; t). Hence 
G(n; a) = det(q$‘(x; t) - qt- “(x; t)). 
Let A be a distinct partition and m 2 f(1). The Hall-Littlewood polyno- 
mial Q,(x,, . . . . x,; - 1) is combinatorially defined by 
QJx; - 1) = c 2’(“)xn, 
7IE8;(1:<?7l) 
where Pi.(& <m) is the set of all column-strict plane partitions rc of shape 
1 such that sh,Jrr) is distinct for all k and that no entries in n are greater 
than m. And, for z ~P:.(jl; ,<m), s(rc) is the number of entries aO such that 
au + 1 does not appear in the (j+ 1)th column. Then there is a natural 
bijection @: PL(n; <m) + Um20,, ,o,,o 9(A; a) given by @5(n) = 
(ai,i-i+,) (Z = (a,j)E9’:.(A; <m)) such that s(~c)=~(@(x)). Therefore, we 
have 
PROPOSITION 2. 
Q>,(Z; -l)= C det(q$,;‘(z; - 1) - qTP “(z; - 1)). 
m>,O,>q> ... >a,>0 
From the recursive formula for the minor-sum in [Ok, Theorem 31 we 
have 
COROLLARY (Schur [Sch]). Let 1 be a distinct partition of length r. 
(a) Zf r is odd, 
Q,k -l)= 1 (-1)‘~‘,,(z; -~)QAw(z; -l), 
i=l 
where ACi) is the partition obtained by deleting the part ;li from A. 
(b) rf r is even, 
Qn(z; - 1) = c ( - 1 )‘Qcn,,i,,k - 1 ,Qwdz; - 11, 
r=2 
where lC1.i) is the partition obtained bydeleting the parts 2, and Ai from A. 
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Schur [Sch] showed that these recursive formulas hold for 
Q;(q -1)=2”“’ x+$...x~ JJ x,+xJ 
i<j xz-xj 
where S,,, is the symmetric group, w  E S,,, acts on rational functions by 
permutating the variables xi, . . . . x,, and Arci, + i = . = 2, = 0. It is not so 
easy to prove Qj,(x; - 1) = Q>.(x; - 1) (see [Mac, Chap. III]). 
5. MONOTONE TRIANGLES 
In this section we derive a “weighted” generating function for monotone 
triangles with the prescribed top row from using Theorem 3. 
DEFINITION. Let J. ba distinct partition of length r. A monotone triangle 
with top row A is an triangular array 
t11 t,, ... t Ir 
t,, t22 ... t2.r-, 
t ,l 
of positive integers tii satisfying the conditions: 
(Ml) tlr=IZ, for i=l,2 ,..., r 
(M2) tij>t,j+l for i=l, . . . . r andj= 1, . . . . r---i 
(M3) tii>t,+,,,>ti,j+, for i=l,..., r-l andj=l,..., v-i. 
The entry tii is special (resp. minimal) if i,- ,,j> to > t,- i,,+, (resp. 
ti-I,j>tg=ti-I.j+l). 
Let &Z(n) be the set of monotone triangles with top row 2. For TE A’(A), 
let sp( T) (resp. min( T)) denote the number of the special (resp. minimal) 
entries in T. Then we can define naturally a bijection !P 9(& 6,) + A(1) 
(6,= (r, r- 1, ,..) 2, 1)) such that the kth row of Y(o) is sh,(a) for 
0 E 9(& 6,). For example, 
3 3 2 1 4 3 1 
W 2 2 l)= 3 2 
1 2 
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PROPOSITION 3. The bijection Y has the properties: For CJ E 9(;i; 6,), 
sp( Y(a)) = h(a) -Y and min( !Z’(o)) =f(o) -h(a). 
Proof Let C= (a,)Eg(A; 6,) and Y(C)= (tij)~~(%). Then it follows 
from te definition of Y that tii is special (resp. minimal) if and only if 
aj,l-l >ajl>aj+I.r (resp. a,,l-l >ajl=aj+,~,), where l=t;,,+j. Hence we 
have 
sp(Y’(a)) = # {i, j); i<jand a,,,-, >aii> ai+ l,j} 
=h(a)-r 
min(Y(o))= # ((i,j); a,=ai+,.,) =f(a)- h(a). 
For a monotone triangle T= ( fii) consisting of r rows, we set 
MT)=x, z s1 ~ s2xsz - s3 . . . xF-:-” ‘X?, where si = c, to. 
THEOREM 4. For a distinct partition A of length r, 
c (l+t) sp(T)tmin(%(T)= fl (tx,+x,).s,-,,Jx ,,...,. Y,), (4) 
TE.ff(A.) l<,<JCr 
where s~_~,~,(x,, . . . . x,) is the Schur function corresponding to the partition 
1 -a,-, = (%, - r + 1, 2, -r + 2, . . . . A,). 
This formula was proved by Tokuyama [To] by using the representa- 
tion theory of general linear groups. In this paper, we derive this formula 
from Theorem 3. 
Proof: Let M(A) denote the left-hand side of (4). It follows from 
Proposition 3 that 
But, if we put 
&=(l+t))‘(ql”(x; -t)-ql/-“(X; -t)), 
then we have 
from Theorem 3. 
Now, for Z= {ii, . . . . i,], let x,=xil.xi2~~~xj, and h,(Z) be the kth com- 
plete symmetric polynomial in xi,, x,~, . . . . xi,. (If Z= /zr, we set xQI = I and 
h,(0) = 1.) Note that h,(Z) =0 if k <O. From the definition (4) of 
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qjim)(x; t), we see that qim)(x; - t) = C, (1 + t)“@‘xT1 . . . .x2, where CI runs 
over all 01= (Mu, . . . . c(,)E~Z;~ such that IX, + .. . + CC,,, = k and n(a) is 
the number of non-zero aj. Therefore, we have qjim)(x; -t) = 
c I= [,,,, (I+ t)##'x,h,- .A0 so that 
x,= c (l+t)#‘x,x,hi~#,-,(zu{j}). 
lc[j-I] 
For i3 1 andj>k> 1, we put 
X!k’ = 
I/ 1 (1 + C)#‘X,hiP s,_k(Zu {j-k,j-k- 1, . . . . j)). 
Irfi-k-11 
Noting that tx’+(l+t)~~~‘,~~y’~~+y~=(t,~+y)~~~~~~y’-~~~(f~l) 
and that ~~=ohk(Z)h,~li(J)=h,(ZuJ) if ZnJ=@, we have 
x,+tx, .,-, =(tx~,+x,)X~;’ (j32) (5) 
XI:-“-XI(‘,_:‘=(tx,~,+x,)Xl;k (j>k22) (6) 
by direct computation. 
For convenience, we put Xr’ = Xi:- I) for j< k. Then we see that 
r- I 
I= 1 
from (5), and that, if 26kdr-1, 
r-k 
det(-Ct,=‘j+,)= fl (Ix,+x,+k).det(X:~:l-,+,), 
/= 1 
from (6). Hence we obtain 
M(A) = n (tx, +X,) .det($:$;‘;+ r). 
k<l 
On the other hand, Xi.;‘: + , = Xi:,;.!, + 1 = h,, + j _ ,( [r -j + 1 I). And, from 
[Wa, Theorem 3.53, we have 
de@,-,+,(Cr-j+ ll))l.i,jGr=~,(~It . . . . -x,L 
for a partition p of length dr. Therefore, 
M(A)= n (txi+xj)'sj.-6,_~(Xlr ...3 xr). 
i</ 
If we put t = 1, then this theorem reduces to Stanley’s formula [St]. 
Moreover, Mills-Robbins-Rumsey’s formula [MRR2, Theorem 21 is the 
special case where x1 = x2 = . = x, = 1. 
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